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Although deep learning has been applied to the recognition of diseases and
drugs in electronic health records and the biomedical literature, relatively little
study has been devoted to the utility of deep learning for the recognition of
signs and symptoms. The recognition of signs and symptoms is critical to the
success of deep phenotyping and precision medicine. We have developed a
named entity recognition model that uses deep learning to identify text spans
containing neurological signs and symptoms and then maps these text spans
to the clinical concepts of a neuro-ontology. We compared a model based
on convolutional neural networks to one based on bidirectional encoder
representation from transformers. Models were evaluated for accuracy of text
span identification on three text corpora: physician notes from an electronic
health record, case histories from neurologic textbooks, and clinical synopses
from an online database of genetic diseases. Both models performed best on
the professionally-written clinical synopses and worst on the physician-
written clinical notes. Both models performed better when signs and
symptoms were represented as shorter text spans. Consistent with prior
studies that examined the recognition of diseases and drugs, the model
based on bidirectional encoder representations from transformers
outperformed the model based on convolutional neural networks for
recognizing signs and symptoms. Recall for signs and symptoms ranged from
59.5% to 82.0% and precision ranged from 61.7% to 80.4%. With further
advances in NLP, fully automated recognition of signs and symptoms in
electronic health records and the medical literature should be feasible.

KEYWORDS

named entity recognition, clinical concepts, concept extraction, phenotype,

transformers, natural language processing, annotation

I. Introduction

Several factors have accelerated interest in the automated recognition of clinical

concepts in unstructured text held in electronic health records and electronic

publications (1). First, most paper medical records have been converted to electronic

health records (EHRs) (2) with as much as 80% of the data held as unstructured text
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(3). Second, most medical journals are available electronically

(4). Third, the deep phenotyping and precision medicine

initiatives have made the detailed description of patient signs

and symptoms a key piece of data (5,6). Fourth, automated

clinical concept recognition is an important area of natural

language processing (NLP) research. Automated concept

recognition is closely related to the NLP problems of text

mining and named entity recognition. Other important NLP

research areas include machine translation, text classification,

text clustering, speech recognition, question answering, text

summarization, sentiment analysis, picture captioning, and

natural language understanding (7–14).

Krauthammer and Nenadic (1) have divided concept

recognition (variously called term identification, concept

extraction, and information extraction) into three steps: term

recognition (identification of the text span corresponding to

the clinical concept), term classification (identification of the

class membership of the term, i.e., drug, disease, sign,

symptom, etc.), and term mapping (linking of the term to an

entry in a standard vocabulary with an identification code

which is also known as “concept normalization” (15)).

Clinical concept recognition is closely related to the NLP

problem of named entity recognition (NER) in which text

spans referring to named entities (people, places,

organizations, etc.) are tagged and mapped to dictionaries,

gazetteers, or other registries (16).

Text spans that encode clinical concepts (diseases, drugs,

signs, symptoms, etc.) can be mapped (normalized) to

hierarchical ontologies that include SNOMED CT with

352,000 concepts, the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO)

with 20,000 concepts, the Online Mendelian Inheritance in

Man ontology (OMIM) with 97,000 concepts, or the UMLS

Metathesaurus with 4.6 million concepts (17–20). The NLM

UMLS Metathesaurus maintains interchangeable machine-

readable codes for SNOMED CT, UMLS, HPO, and the OMIM.

Initial NER systems for clinical concept recognition were

either dictionary-based, or rule-based (1,21,22). Some second-

generation NER systems were based on machine learning

algorithms such as conditional random fields, support vector

machines, and hidden Markov models (23,24). Other second-

generation NER systems developed as an outgrowth of

advances in semantic and syntactic analysis (25,26). MetaMap

utilizes linguistic analysis and statistical algorithms to identify

clinical concepts in unstructured text and maps them to

machine-readable codes in the UMLS (27,28). The UMLS has

grown from 900,000 concepts, and 2 million names in 2004

(29) to 4.6 million concepts and 17 million names in 2022

(20). MetaMap tokenizes text input, finds sentence

boundaries, and uses lexical and syntactic analysis to identify

candidate phrases for mapping to concepts in the UMLS.

Candidate phrases are compared to target strings in the

UMLS, lists of potential clinical concepts are generated, and

scored by statistical algorithms. MetaMap can recognize
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abbreviations, acronyms, and negation, can generate word

variants, and can perform word sense disambiguation (27). In

a preliminary study, we found that MetaMap can identify

signs and symptoms in neurological case histories with an

accuracy of 55–84% (30). Most MetaMap errors were false

negatives due to a failure to recognize neurological concepts

that had been expressed as descriptions (e.g., reflexes were

absent) as opposed to those expressed as discrete lexical items

(e.g., hyporeflexia). In their 2017 literature review of

automated information extraction, Wang et al. (31) reviewed

263 information extraction studies and found most centered

on identifying diseases or drugs. The most common systems

used were MetaMap, MedLEE, and cTAKES (32–36) followed

by traditional machine learning algorithms (conditional

random fields, support vector machines, random forests,

decision trees, and naive Bayes).

Third-generation systems for NER are built on deep

learning (37–40). Lample et al. suggested a model for named

entity recognition based on an RNN (recurrent neural

network) with bidirectional LSTM (long short term memory)

and conditional random fields (CRFs). Vani et al. (41)

proposed a “grounded” RNN to predict medical diagnoses

based on text from patient discharge summaries. Liu et al.

(42) found that on a task to label protected health

information in medical records that RNNs based on

bidirectional LSTM outperformed those that used CRFs. An

LSTM NER model with conditional random fields (CRFs) has

been used to identify five classes of chemicals, species, genes/

proteins, cell lines, and diseases (43). Hybrid methods that

combine rule-based and machine learning-based methods

have been proposed to identify protected health information

(PHI) in clinical discharge summaries (44). Liu et al. (42)

developed a hybrid system to identify clinical information by

ensemble learning that combined the instances predicted from

a bidirectional LSTM, a CRF model, and a rule-based system

(45,46). Gehrmann et al. (47) used a convolutional neural

network (CNN) for ten phenotyping tasks and compared it

with other common NLP models. Arbabi et al. (48) have

created a neural concept recognizer (NCR) that uses CNNs

and word embedding to recognize clinical concepts in

unstructured text. The NCR uses an encoder to convert input

phrases to word vectors and word embedding to convert

entries in the target ontology into word vectors. The similarity

between the input phrases and concepts in the target ontology

is calculated by the dot product. For concept recognition in

PubMed abstracts or clinical notes, the NCR outperformed

the NCBO Annotator and BioLark (49). RNNs and variants

can handle long-term dependency in text, but only for a

limited span length. The deep learning architecture

transformers can process longer text spans and has shown

improved performance on NLP tasks (50). Bidirectional

encoder representations from transformers (BERT) have

outperformed other neural network architectures on named
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entity recognition (51,50). For clinical concept recognition,

BERT models that are pre-trained on the medical literature

(BioBERT) or clinical notes (ClinicalBERT) outperform BERT

models pre-trained on general corpora by at least 1% (52–55).
A. Proposed approach

Although considerable work has been done on automated

concept identification of drugs and diseases, less work has

been done on the automated identification of signs and

symptoms (52). Identifying signs and symptoms is critical to

precision medicine and deep phenotyping (56). To make the

problem tractable, we limited the signs and symptoms to the

specialty of neurology and restricted the target ontology to a

neuro-ontology with 1,600 concepts (57). Automating the

recognition of signs and symptoms is more challenging than

automating the recognition of diseases or drugs for three

reasons. First, many neurological signs and symptoms have

multiple synonyms; something that is not typical with diseases

or drugs. For example, an expressionless face may be

described as a “masked face,” or “hypomimia.” Second,

physicians variably choose to record signs and symptoms as

descriptions or as names. For example, a patient with diplopia

can be described as “seeing double” or a patient with nausea

can be described as “sick to their stomach.” In contrast,

physicians uniformly identify drugs and diseases by name and

not by description. Third, the meaning of a term may depend

on context. For example, to a neurologist ptosis is a droopy

eyelid, but to a gynecologist, ptosis is a prolapsed uterus.

We propose to identify and normalize the neurological signs

and symptoms found in the unstructured text in two steps: first,

we have trained a neural network-based named entity

recognition model to identify text spans that contain clinical

concepts (signs and symptoms). Second, we have normalized

identified text spans by mapping them to clinical concepts in

a neuro-ontology using a look-up table and similarity metric

(Figure 1).
FIGURE 1

Overview of the pipeline that recognizes text spans that are clinical concept
notes, and Clinical synopses in the OMIM. Text spans are normalized by map
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Since neurologic signs and symptoms can be extracted from

both the medical literature and electronic health records, we

have tested the concept identification pipeline on three

corpora: case histories from neurological textbooks,

neurological clinical synopses from the Online Mendelian

Inheritance of Man (OMIM), and physician neurological

notes from an electronic health record. With this work, we

propose to address four questions:

1. Does writing style differ by corpus?

2. Does the accuracy of concept recognition differ by corpus?

3. Is the accuracy of clinical concept recognition reduced with

longer text spans?

4. Does concept recognition based on BERT outperforms

concept recognition based on CNNs?

Although the superiority of BERT over other neural networks

for concept identification is well-established, the contribution

of this work is to demonstrate that the accuracy of concept

identification depends upon text span length and corpus

writing style.

II. Methods

A. Corpora

We identified signs and symptoms (clinical concept

identification) in three corpora: neurological case histories

from five neurological textbooks (referred to as Textbook

Corpus (58–62), clinical synopses of neurological disease from

the Online Mendelian Inheritance of Man (referred to as

OMIM Corpus) (18), and neurology physician notes from the

electronic health record of the University of Illinois at

Chicago (referred to as EHR Corpus). The use of de-identified

physician notes was approved by the Institutional Review

Board of the University of Illinois at Chicago. Corpora were

converted to plain text files and pre-processed using python.

Email addresses, URLs, HTML, special characters, and

unnecessary punctuation were removed using regular

expressions in python. Contractions were replaced with the

expanded form. Misspelled words, separated words, and
s in three corpora: Textbook neurology case histories, EHR physician
ping to clinical concepts in a neuro-ontology.
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hyphenated words were corrected manually using the spelling

correction tool in Microsoft Word. Abbreviations were not

edited. The pre-processed files were manually inspected for

errors and converted to JSONL files.
B. Text annotation

Signs and symptoms in JSONL files were annotated by a

neurologist using the Prodigy annotation tool (63,64). An inter-

rater reliability study with two other raters based on fifteen

neurology notes showed an unadjusted agreement rate for text

span annotation of 89% and a kappa statistic of 0.85 (65).

Each sign or symptom was tagged as a unigram, bigram,

trigram, tetragram, extended, compound, or tabular concept.

Unigrams were signs and symptoms of length one-word such

as alexia, hyperreflexia, or bradykinesia. Bigrams were signs

and symptoms of length two-words such as double vision,

facial weakness, and poor balance. Trigrams were signs of

symptoms of length three-words such as absent ankle reflex,

impaired hand dexterity, or weak ankle dorsiflexors.

Tetragrams were four-word signs and symptoms such as

relative afferent pupil defect and Hoffman sign was present.

Text spans were tagged as extended when signs and symptoms

were more than four words, such as hand grip was very weak

and barely able to lift his legs off the bed. Text spans were

tagged as compound when more than one sign or symptom

was combined in a single text span such as decreased

vibratory sensation, joint position, and pinprick below the

knees. Tabular concepts with separate columns for the right

and left sides of the body were found only in the EHR notes.

Examples of concepts in table form included biceps weakness

represented as [biceps strength 3 3] (meaning that biceps

strength was 3/5 on both right and left sides) or knee

hyperreflexia represented as [knee reflexes 4+ 4+] (meaning

that the knee reflex was 4+ on both right and left sides). Text

span annotations were stored in an SQLite database and

exported in JSONL format for further processing in the spaCy

(Explosion, Berlin, Germany) python programming

environment.
TABLE I. Performance of CNN and BERT neural networks on concept
extraction task.

Corpus NN F Precision Recall

EHR CNN 57.5 65.6 51.2

BERT 61.7 64.0 59.5

Textbook CNN 69.0 70.1 67.9

BERT 73.0 73.6 72.3

OMIM CNN 76.2 78.8 73.7

BERT 80.4 79.0 82.0
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C. NN model training and evaluation

Two neural network models were trained to recognize text

spans that encoded clinical concepts in text corpora. Both

models were based on NER pipelines. NER pipelines identify a

named entity in a text span and assign the named entity to a

predefined category. Each NN model assigned text spans to one

of the seven defined categories of clinical concepts (unigram,

bigram, trigram, tetragram, extended, compound, and tabular).

For each corpus, 80% of the instances were used for training

and 20% for evaluation. The baseline NN was the default spaCy

named entity recognition model based on a four-layer

convolutional neural network (CNN) that looks at four words

on either side of each token using the NER pipeline and tok2vec

with an initial learning rate 1� 10�3. The standard word

vectors included with spaCy were used for word embedding.

The second named entity recognition model was based on

BERT (51). The BERT base model was implemented in

spaCY (66) and consisted of 12 layers of transformer encoder,

12 attention heads, 786 hidden size, and 100 M parameters.

The BERT model was pre-trained with publicly available

weights and fine-tuned using our training set. We used the

Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 5� 10�5, b1 ¼ 0:9,

b2 ¼ 0:99, a learning rate warm-up over the first 500 steps,

and a linear decay learning rate. The dynamic batch size was

set according to the longest sequence in the batch. The

training was conducted over 20,000 steps. The mini-batch size

dynamically changed according to the longest sequence in the

batch. The largest padded size for batch sequences was 2,000,

and the buffer was 256. A GELU activation function was

used. For each corpus and each model, the F score, precision,

and recall were computed (Table I).
D. Mapping text spans to concepts in the
neuro-ontology (normalization)

Candidate text spans identified by the CNN and BERT

models were mapped to neurological concepts in the target

neuro-ontology. The neuro-ontology (57) is a hierarchical

ontology with 1,600 concepts constructed with the Protégé

ontology editor (67). All concepts map to terms and CUIs

(unique concept identifiers) from the UMLS (20). The highest

levels of neuro-ontology correspond to the main elements of

the neurological examination: mental status, cranial nerves,

motor, sensory, reflexes, and symptoms. The neuro-ontology

is available for download in CSV or OWL format at the

National Center for Biomedical Ontologies BioPortal (https://

bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/NEO).

We manually created a look-up table by mapping 3,500

potential target phrases to concepts in the neuro-ontology.

Similarities between the candidate text spans (from either the
frontiersin.org
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CNN or BERT models) and target phrases in the lookup table

were calculated using the doc.similarity method from spaCy

(66). Both the candidate text span and the target phrase were

converted to doc objects using the spaCy NLP pipeline (https://

spacy.io/api/doc/#similarity), which converts each token in the

phrase into a word vector. The similarity is the cosine distance

between the word vectors from the two phrases and ranges

between 0.0 (least similar) and 1.0 (most similar). We mapped

the candidate text span to its most similar target text span in

the look-up table and retrieved the corresponding concept

name and UMLS CUI from the neuro-ontology (57).
III. Results

A. Writing style and accuracy varied by
corpus

The OMIM corpus used more unigrams and digrams to

encode signs and symptoms and had shorter spans of text

annotations than the EHR corpus or the Textbook corpus

(Figure 2). The length of annotations (histogram insets,

Figure 2) was longer for the EHR corpus. Extended

annotations were more frequent in the EHR corpus and

Textbook corpus. Only the EHR corpus had tabular

annotation (clinical concepts expressed in table format).

Performance on the concept identification task differed by

corpus; F, precision, and recall were highest for the OMIM

corpus and lowest for the EHR corpus (Table 1).
FIGURE 2

Text spans that identified clinical concepts were longer in the EHR
corpus and shortest in the OMIM corpus (see blue inset
histograms). Proportionately, the OMIM corpus used the most
unigrams and bigrams as compared to the EHR corpus and the
Textbook corpus (see red bar charts).
B. Performance of NER model decreased
with the increasing text span length

For all three corpora, the recognition of clinical concepts as

measured by F scores was better for shorter text spans

(Figures 3A,B). This applied to both the CNN and the BERT

models for concept identification (Table 1). F was highest for

unigrams (one-word concepts like ataxia, diplopia, aphasia) for

all three corpora. In general, performance on bigrams was better

than trigrams, and performance on trigrams was better than

tetragrams. Performance tended to be worse for text spans greater

than four words (extended), or text spans with compound

constructions such as weakness of the biceps, triceps, and deltoids.
C. Performance varied by neural network
model

For all three corpora, BERT outperformed the CNN neural

network for the recall of clinical concepts. Precision in clinical

concept identification was about the same for all three corpora

when BERT was compared to the CNN model (Table 1).
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IV. Discussion

Named entity recognition models based on deep learning can

recognize neurologic signs and symptoms in the biomedical

literature and electronic health records (Table 1). Previous

work has shown that BERT outperforms CNNs on recognizing

drugs and diseases in annotated test corpora (52,55). We
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 3

(A) F values for the BERT NER model sorted by text span label type. The BERT NER model performs similarly on the three corpora for unigrams and
bigrams, but F values lag for the EHR corpora for the tetragrams, extended text spans, and compound text spans. Note that the BERT NER model
performs significantly worse on the EHR corpus for tetragrams, extended text spans, and compound text spans when compared to the Textbook or
OMIM corpus. (B) F values for the BERT NER model sorted by corpus. All three corpora show the same pattern with declining F values with the
increasing length of the text span.
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extend these observations to demonstrate the superiority of BERT

over CNNs for recognizing neurological signs and symptoms in

electronic health records and biomedical literature.

A significant finding was that the accuracy of recognition of

signs and symptoms fell with increasing text span length

(Figures 3A,B). Increased variability in longer text spans likely

poses greater difficulty for NER pipelines, regardless of whether

they are based on linguistic/symbolic methods like MetaMap or

deep learning like BERT or CNNs. Longer text spans are more

likely to be descriptions of named entities (e.g., “the patient fell

to the left when standing with eyes closed” rather than more

concise named entities themselves (e.g., “Romberg sign

positive”). Normalization of longer text spans (mapping to

suitable concepts in the ontology) may pose additional

challenges. The successful mapping (normalization) of “wavering

with eyes closed” to “Romberg sign positive” may require

vectorization (word embedding) of terms in an ontology, as well

as the synonyms and definitions of these terms (48,55).

Another significant observation was that recall of neurologic

signs and symptoms was lower in the EHR corpus than in the

OMIM corpus or Textbook corpus. The Textbook and the

OMIM corpus were written by professional writers and had

undergone careful editing and correction. The EHR corpus

was written by physicians who were not professional writers.

The EHR corpus was marred by irregular spelling, irregular

abbreviations, typographical errors, grammatical errors, and

other irregularities absent from the OMIM corpus and the

Textbook corpus. Others have noted the high frequency of
Frontiers in Digital Health 06
irregular abbreviations, spelling, grammatical, and other

writing errors in the clinical notes created by physicians (68–

72) The general approach of the writers of the OMIM corpus

was brevity. OMIM writers tended to use lists of clinical

concepts such as “the patient had optic disk pallor, miosis,

anisocoria, and a relative afferent pupil defect.” The general

approach of the writers of the Textbook corpus was didactic

and explanatory so that a relative afferent pupil defect might be

described as “the swinging flashlight test was abnormal and the

pupil dilated when the light was placed over the abnormal

pupil and the pupil constricted when the light was moved to

the normal pupil.” The EHR corpus was characterized by

brevity but irregular spellings, abbreviations, and syntax so that

the same patient might be described as “RAPD present on R.”

The lower accuracy for recognition of signs and symptoms

in the EHR corpus (physician notes) deserves further comment.

One way to improve automated recognition of signs and

symptoms in physician notes is to encourage them to use

structured rather than unstructured documentation (73).

However, given physician burnout associated with clinical

documentation (74), and physician distaste for structured

documentation (75), it seems unlikely that physicians will

adopt structured documentation for recording signs and

symptoms. Furthermore, given that by training, physicians are

often asked to describe findings rather than name findings, it

seems unlikely that physicians can be converted to using short

names instead of lengthy descriptions of signs and symptoms.

Rather, improvements in NLP are needed to identify better
frontiersin.org
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clinical concepts held as lengthier texts spans or represented as

descriptions of named entities rather than as the named entity

itself.

NLP models that extract clinical concepts from free text

must recognize negation successfully. The sentence “the

patient has ataxia” has a clinical concept whereas the sentence

“ataxia is absent” denies ataxia (76–78). Negation makes it

difficult to determine if a sign or symptom is present and

suggests that strategies based on regular expressions (REGEX)

will fail. The patient who complains of tremor, who is

tremulous, or is observed to have a tremor must be

distinguished from the patient who denies tremor, is not

tremulous, or has no tremor. MetaMap uses the NEGEX

algorithm to recognize negation (27). We relied on examples

to train the neural networks to recognize negated concepts for

our BERT and CNN models. Further work is needed on

handling negated concepts accurately and efficiently (77).

Another challenge is word disambiguation (79). The sentence

the “patient has had a fall” may contain a valid neurological

concept, whereas the sentence “the patient was seen in the

Fall” does not. Word disambiguation is another area of

continuing research in NLP (79).

This study has several limitations. The study was limited to

the domain of neurology (neurological signs and symptoms).

Furthermore, the text span annotations were done by a single

annotator. We have planned an inter-rater agreement study

(65). We limited the target ontology to 1,600 neurological

concepts. Whether our methods can be generalized to more

complex domains and larger ontologies is uncertain. Although

we achieved a recall of 80% to 90% with shorter text span

lengths, the recall was lower for longer text span lengths. To

make automated high throughput neuro-phenotyping practical,

we estimate that a recall of at least 90% is needed depending

on the application (i.e., research versus patient care).

Identifying clinical concepts in complex grammatical structures

remains challenging for even the best NLP algorithms. For

example, identifying the concepts biceps weakness, triceps

weakness, and hand weakness in the sentence the patient had

3+/5 strength in the biceps, 2+/5 strength in the triceps, and

1/5 hand grip strength remains problematic. Efficient NLP

algorithms that simplify grammar and syntax are an area of

evolving research (80,81). Another limitation of the study is

the small corpus used for training. Our NER models would

likely have improved with more training annotations.

In conclusion, given the burden of physician documentation

(74), patient signs and symptoms will likely continue in

electronic health records as unstructured text. The automated

identification of these signs and symptoms is critical to the

success of deep phenotyping, and precision medicine

initiatives (5,6). Advances in NLP based on word embedding

and deep learning make the automated identification of signs

and symptoms in unstructured text increasingly feasible.
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